The Qatar Grand Prix, a floodlight-illuminated flat out when they clash with one of the stars in the Qatari team,
Madrid and Zidane ponder futures again

Madrid confirmed yesterday that Zidane had tested positive and will miss his side’s trip to Alaves in La Liga today.

La Liga

Al-Sahouti wins QSSP 300 class as new season begins at Losail

SPOTLIGHT

Al-Sahouti wins QSSP 300 class as new season begins at Losail

Al-Sahouti (centre), runner-up Yousef al-Darwish (left) and third-placed Saad al-Harqan pose on the podium.

Gulf Times

FOCUS

Suarez fires Atletico seven points clear

For Portugal to compete in the 2022 AFC Champions League, it must win its Group Stage matches and reach the knockout stage. The group stage is divided into three pots, with the best teams from each pot qualifying for the knockout stage.

---

LARGEST-EVER AFC CLUB COMPETITIONS FORMAT TO DISCUSS AT CONVENTION

Copa Del Rey

Barca edge past minnows Cornella

Real Madrid crush Zidane’s future vision

---

The number of competitors in bike races such as the QSSP 300 category for bikes under 600cc was 27, while the number increased for cars, with 32 participating in the QSSP 300 category.

---

The broken zone is in the second corner, which he earned himself. They have to take it and showed real leadership which he brought to the team.

---

Real Madrid’s French coach Zidane has tested positive and will miss his side’s trip to Alaves in La Liga today.

---
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The broken zone is in the second corner, which he earned himself. They have to take it and showed real leadership which he brought to the team.
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Real Madrid’s French coach Zidane has tested positive and will miss his side’s trip to Alaves in La Liga today.
Jesús: “De Bruyne out for up to six weeks”

Liverpool’s midfielder Kevin De Bruyne (left) with manager Pep Guardiola. The midﬁelder was forced off at the 75th minute of the game against Manchester City and then charged after allegedly headbutting Manchester City’s goalkeeper Ederson. De Bruyne is set to miss up to six weeks. It is a big blow. But we have to adapt. We lost a game but I didn’t see it back. We lost a game and we have to adapt. We lost a game and we have to adapt.”

Lampard ignoring talk over his future at Chelsea

Lampard said whatever happened to him has nothing to do with him.” We come to these games where Pope’s had to make a good save. We always try to rely on the collective, that they feel right. If something doesn’t work you have to try harder, nothing wrong with that, “ he said. "We have to sort our problems, Klopp added: “I don’t start it but all good. If he’s time row with Burnley boss Sean Dyche said: “Doing the basics very well, he was tired and had the symptoms. This amount of competitions he must be feeling it. “It’s a furious Smith asked the offi cials if they have one of the best strikers in the league, according to report.”

Klopp rocked as Burnley end Liverpool’s title run

Liverpool skip to fourth place after their last three games and trail leaders Man United by six points.
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Milan, Inter continue duel for top spot: Roma set for Spezia rematch

Parma own goal sends Lazio through to Italian Cup quarter-finals

Lazio defeated Inter in the Italian Cup quarter-finals on Thursday night, in a match which was played in Rome. Louis milot di Stefano scored his first goal from a curling Andrea Petagna free kick in the 68th minute. The match was a crucial one for both sides, with Lazio looking to maintain their momentum in Serie A. But Parma fought back with a goal from the cheap, sending Lazio to the quarter-finals. As the game looked like it was heading to extra time, Denilson Mengi headed towards goal with only 90 seconds left, with the ball going past the goalkeeper and into the net. Lazio will face another team in the quarter-finals.

C Milan and Inter Milan are two of the most successful clubs in Italian football history, with a combined 23 Serie A titles. Both clubs are in pole position to win the Serie A title this season. The match is a crucial one for both sides, with Milan looking to maintain their momentum in Serie A. But Inter fought back with a goal from the cheap, sending Milan to the quarter-finals. As the game looked like it was heading to extra time, Denilson Mengi headed towards goal with only 90 seconds left, with the ball going past the goalkeeper and into the net. Lazio will face another team in the quarter-finals.

**FOOTBALL**

**SERIE A**

Milan, Inter continue duel for top spot: Roma set for Spezia rematch

Champions Juventus, who are fifth, will look to close the gap on the leaders when they host Bologna

**LIGUE 1**

Villas-Boas navigates storm in Marseille as title chances fade

**BUNDESLIGA**

Nagelsmann promises Leipzig will ‘attack’ leaders Bayern in title chase

**PARMA own goal sends Lazio through to Italian Cup quarter-finals**

** fixing times GMT**

**Today**

- Roma v Spezia (1900)
- AC Milan v Crotone (1600)
- Frosinone v Catania (1500)
- Sassuolo v Crotone (1500)
- Crotone v Sassuolo (1500)
- Genoa v Lecce (1500)
- Parma v Spezia (1500)

**Tomorrow**

- Lazio v Benevento (1400)
- Fiorentina v Crotone (1945)
- Napoli v Spezia (1945)

**November 21, 2021**

- Zouma de retour
- D'Aversa Selected a Young Team
- Nagelsmann Promises Leipzig Will ‘Attack’ Leaders Bayern In Title Chase
- Villas-Boas Navigates Storm In Marseille As Title Chances Fade
- Parma Own Goal Sends Lazio Through To Italian Cup Quarter-Finals
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Legendary Slugger Hank Aaron dies at age 86

Hank Aaron was a beloved figure in baseball and a beloved figure in the world of sports. He was a towering presence on the field, a humble and gracious man off the field, and a role model for generations of athletes and fans alike. His passing has left a void that will be felt by millions of people around the world.

Aaron was a 25-time All-Star and the National League's MVP in 1957, the year he hit 44 home runs and drove in 137 runs. He also set the National League record for most home runs in a season, a mark he would hold for 33 years. Aaron was the first black player to hit 300 home runs in a season, a mark that would eventually be broken by Willie Mays.

Aaron was a five-time Gold Glove winner and a two-time World Series champion. He was inducted into the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1982, the first African American to be so honored. His number 44 was retired by the Milwaukee Brewers in 1974, making him the first black player to have his number retired by a major league team.

Aaron was a man of great philanthropy, and he used his platform to promote education and health care. He was a mentor to many young athletes, and he was a voice for social justice. His legacy will live on in the hearts of fans and athletes everywhere.
Adelaide quarantine no different to Melbourne: Thiem

Some of those isolating in Adelaide, with videos showing them walking around in their rooms yesterday.

"It’s a privilege to be here in Adelaide. But it’s not that huge of an advantage," the Austrian told Adelaide radio station Mix 102.3.

"We got the same amount of practice time as the guys in Melbourne. It’s just not that big of an advantage," he added.

"There are no major differences between the locations. It’s just the same as it was in Melbourne."
**SPOTLIGHT**

Japan, IOC firm on Olympics will not be scrapped

*‘It’s wrong and it’s ridiculous even to comment on this’*

The Australian government has been forced to apologise over its comments that the Olympic Games in Tokyo should be cancelled.

The Games were due to start next month but have been postponed until July 2021 due to the coronavirus pandemic.

Several nations, including the United States, have urged the IOC to cancel the Games entirely.

But IOC president Thomas Bach has said that the Games will go ahead as planned.

Bach said: “The Olympic Games are not about numbers, they are about values. They are about unity, they are about joy, they are about diversity. And these values are what the world needs now.”

He added: “I can assure you that there will be no fans in the stadium, but there will be fans around the world watching on TV.”

The Australian government had previously said that it was “absolutely impossible” for the Games to go ahead.

**BADMINTON**

Ratchanok Intanon

Indian star Sindhu

Former world champion Ratchanok Intanon has knocked out Indian star Sindhu, who won last year’s Super Series Final.

The Thai player defeated Sindhu 21-11, 21-15 in the first round to become the first player to win the Olympics women’s singles gold medal.

Intanon had won the last three Olympic titles and now has a chance to win the fourth.

**GOLF**

Hagy edges An, Kim to grab PGA lead in California desert

American Daniel Hagy has taken a five-shot lead at the Phoenix Open, beating South Korean An and South African Kim to the lead.

Hagy shot a 63 on the par-70, birdie-par hole course at the Phoenix Open, shooting 67 on the par-70, birdie-par hole course at the Phoenix Open, shooting 67 on the par-70, birdie-par hole course at the Phoenix Open.

The 29-year-old recorded two birdies and a bogey in his opening nine holes before finishing with three straight birdies on the back nine.

His round included a eagle on the par-70, birdie-par hole course at the Phoenix Open and a birdie on the par-70, birdie-par hole course at the Phoenix Open to move into a share of third place.

Hagy said: “I felt pretty comfortable, I was hitting it well, I felt pretty good. I was in a spot where I felt comfortable, I was playing well and I was doing everything right.”

He added: “I didn’t think about the weather, I didn’t think about the course setup, I just thought about my game and what I needed to do to play well.”

**SPORT**

Danielle Kang fires opening 64

American Danielle Kang has shot a 64 to take a one-shot lead at the LPGA Founders Cup, the first event of the season.

Kang carded an opening 64 at the Shadow Creek course in Las Vegas, Nevada, to grab the lead.

She finished one under par with nine birdies and a bogey on the par-70, birdie-par hole course at the Phoenix Open.

Kang said: “I’m really happy to be five under, I’m really happy to be five under.”

She added: “I’m just happy to be five under, I’m just happy to be five under.”

**BOTTOMLINE**

Hattah takes five-shot lead as fading light stops play

Englishman Tyrrell Hatton has posted a record round of 59 at Abu Dhabi HSBC Championship, breaking the 12-under record set by South African Louis Oosthuizen.

Hatton, who was one shot behind Louis Oosthuizen at the start of the round, shot a new course record of 49 on the par-72, birdie-par hole course at the Abu Dhabi HSBC Championship.

The 28-year-old edged ahead of Louis Oosthuizen after two rounds and finished the day on 59, which is the lowest score in the history of the Abu Dhabi HSBC Championship.

Hatton’s round included a hole-in-one at the par-3 16th hole and a birdie at the par-4 17th hole.

He said: “I’m just so happy to be five under, I’m just so happy to be five under.”
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He said: “I’m just so happy to be five under, I’m just so happy to be five under.”
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He said: “I’m just so happy to be five under, I’m just so happy to be five under.”
A

Sri Lanka

A

Mathews built crucial partnerships, including a 117-run stand for the fourth wicket with skipper Dinesh Chandika who made 52.

Humbled in Adelaide, where they were shot out for a second innings low of 56, an injury-ruined India showed little in Melbourne before completing a series whitewash last December.

“Even though we have a good team, we gave it a try tomorrow. If it is this hot tomorrow, have a good day,” Mathews said.

We don’t have a lot of good scores in the third innings. We were aware of that because we were bowled out for 56 today, Mathews said.

Mathews reached his 11th Test hundred, and third against England, with a single off Bow.

He put up 14 with Bow, holding out after England took the new ball in the 40th over.

“Mathews has been a thorn in our side all day,” Bow said.

Can’t make a run without hitting a four, that person is out, Bow said.

Mathews took full advantage of the period of rest to boost the West Indies scores.

Rovman Powell hit 41 off 66 deliveries, and Kyle Mayers, the highest scorer of the series with 71, was yet to be out.

He put on 36 with Dickwella, holding out for the third wicket.

Perera was caught at first slip by England bowler Anderson, bringing an end to the stand.

Three wickets were added before the next Ashes Test will start on Thursday.


decides on the umpire’s decision.

There’s some positives, but hopefully some other guys put the word out that they’re ready.

We have to make best use of the opportunity tomorrow, we need to make best use of the opportunity tomorrow.

Mathews, the former captain, acknowledged that England had put his side under pressure throughout the day.

After an unsuccessful review of the umpire’s decision, Mathews decided to stay with the team.
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